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Abstract: Regarding the fact that, there are large number of resources in cloud computing system. Developing effective solutions for 
their queries are very important. The success of cloud computing systems fundamentally relies on the efficient use of resources. 
Discovering and managing resources is one important step in the system effecting. In this paper, a method of Agent-based resource 
discovery using Bloom filter is proposed. In this strategy, resources information are stored in a Bloom filter, and then, the Bloom filter 
is sent to the related broker agent and broker agent sends it to the related database. In addition, users make their requests using their 
hash values and send them to related broker agent. The information needed for search and discovery is stored inside the Bloom filters 
and then the achieved Bloom filter is transferred, therefore, the amount data transmitted is reduced significantly. The results show that, 
in the proposed approach, the number of transferred bits in the network for user’s requests, the number of transferred bits in the 
network for resources information, and the average of consumed time to search and discovery requested resources, approximately are 5 
times, 15 times, and 3 times less than the case without using Bloom filter, respectively. The consumed memory, used bandwidth in the 
network, the time of search and discovery of resources, has improved significantly. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Cloud computing is developed model of distributed 
processing, parallel processing and grid computing, which 
make data stored on the cloud [1]. Some of important issues 
in cloud computing are the less response time, cost in data 
transmit and network bandwidth. The basic principle of 
cloud computing is that user data is not stored locally and it 
is stored in data centers on the internet [2]. 
 
The cloud computing is model for easy and comprehensive 
access to set of resources such as: networks, servers, 
storage resources and applications. This model can be used 
for reducing cost, integration of existing hardware and 
software resources, speeding up to applications and 
information resources of networks [1,3]. Regarding to 
developing information technology, doing computing 
works are needed in anytime and anywhere. Also, needing 
that people are able to done their complex computing works 
through services and without having expensive software 
and hardware. The latest response of technology to these 
needs, is cloud computing. In fact cloud computing has 
been designed to access wide range of sharing and using of 
resources, So resource management and efficiency is one 
important effective properties in clouds performance. 
 
Because the resources and the number of users in cloud 
computing systems are increasing, and regarding to high 
and persistent changes in system, is a dynamic 
environment, so finding effective and efficient ways to 
query and discover resources in these systems are 
necessary. Resource discovery problem is one of the basic 
functions of the efficiency in cloud computing system 
which is able to define it as “the process of finding all the 
available resources for a specific application tasks” [3]. 
 

In this paper, an Agent-based resource discovery approach 
using Bloom filters is used. In this strategy, resources 
information are stored in a Bloom filter, where the Bloom 
filter is sent to the related broker agent and broker agent 
also sends it to the related database. Likewise the users 
make their requests based on Bloom filter and send them to 
related broker agent in order to search and discover the 
requested resources. 
 
The proposed approach is evaluated using three criteria: the 
number of transferred bits in the network for user‟s 
requests, the number of transferred bits in the network for 
resources information, and the average of consumed time to 
search and discovery requested resources that are 5 times, 
15 times, and 3 times less than the case without using 
bloom filter, respectively. 
 
In this regards, remaining sections of this paper are 
organized as follows: Section II presents related works 
done in the field of discovering cloud and grid resource; 
Section III introduces the data structure of Bloom filter; 
Section IV outlines the proposed method that is used in 
details; and section V provides conclusion. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
In this part, the related works of resource discovery in cloud 
and grid computing are described as follows: In [4] has 
been used agent based resource discovery in cloud 
computing through a 4-stage resource discovery process 
(selection, evaluation, filtering, and recommendation). [5] 
has used agent based resource discovery in cloud 
computing with develop a multi-agent system that 
cooperates efficiently by introducing a flexible ontology-
based matching. In [6], proposed a hierarchical 2-level 
structure for resource discovery in grid computing using 
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Bloom filter, that is improved the consumed time and 
memory in that system. In [7], a model has been discussed 
which mainly relies on combined GIS and Bloom filter 
based on results of grid P2P system based on distributed 
hash table. In [8] has been discussed a discovery algorithm 
for grid resource discovery based on agent, which in this 
method the agents are organized in a graph and discovery 
algorithm is based on cooperation of multi agents. 
Scalability and dynamism of grid are supported in this 
method. In [9], a service discovery protocol has been 
introduced for ad hoc networks using attenuated Bloom 
filter. Their model is focused on service discovery in local 
domains where large number of nodes are connected to 
each other based on a wireless technology. In this model 
periodic dissemination is used to keep information update, 
deleting services which have not been declared for several 
periods. In [10], has been introduced a grid resource 
discovery model using the routing network mechanisms 
which for storing network elements used Bloom filter 
structure. In this method, to encrypting resources has been 
used Resource Distribution Framework (RDF) which shows 
both of resources and queries. Regarding to the importance 
of resource discovery in computing systems such as grid 
and cloud systems, and specification of Bloom filter data 
structure to storing large amount of data briefly, we 
proposed an approach in cloud resource discovery using 
Bloom filters that reduced the consumed memory, used 
bandwidth in the network, the time of search and discovery 
of resources significantly. 
 
3. Bloom Filter 
 
A Bloom filter is a simple randomized data structure with 
efficient time and space used for storing and representing a 
set in order to support membership queries. By efficiency 
of time and space of the model, one means that less time 
and space is required for storing elements of a set and doing 
membership test compared to the other methods. This data 
structure works mainly based on hash functions [11, 12]. 
 
3.1. Standard Bloom filter 

 
Standard Bloom filter includes the m bit-array in which, 
primarily, all the array cells are set to zero. Adding 
elements of set {𝑥1 , 𝑥2,…𝑥𝑛} are done according to the 
following. For each element  𝑥𝑖  that is added, different k 
hash functions (ℎ1 , . . ℎ𝑘) with the range of {1, …, m} are 
used which are obtained different k value of hash functions 
ℎ1(𝑥𝑖), …, . ℎ𝑘(𝑥𝑖)Such hash functions map each elements 
to a random number of domains. Then, for j=1, 2, …, k the 
bits of ℎ𝑘(𝑥𝑖) are set with value=1. One bit in Bloom filter 
can be set values several times with value=1, but only the 
first value setting is effective. A similar approach to adding 
elements is used to examine a given element in Bloom 
filter. k hash functions are calculated for element y. If at 
least one of ℎ𝑖  (y) bits is equal to 0 for i= 1, …, K, this 
element does not exist in the set, certainly. But, if all bits 
are equal to 1, then this element exists in the set probably 
[11, 12]. 
 
 
 

4. An Overview  Of The Proposed  Approach 
 
In this paper an agent-based resource discovery approach is 
proposed. The main components of the system are 
classified as three categories: resource agent, user agent and 
broker agents, which establishes the relationship between 
resource agent and user agent [4]. Also, there is a database 
to store the received resources of all broker agents, which in 
case of needing any exchange of information, can do it 
through the database [5]. This structure is shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: An agent-based Cloud service discovery 

system[5].  
 

In this strategy, information of VMs1 (resources) are stored 
in a standard Bloom filter, which is in turn sent to related 
broker agent. Then, the broker agent sends the Bloom filter 
into the database for storage. Also users make their requests 
based on Bloom filter and send them to the related broker 
agent. 

 
Then, the broker agent searches requests in Bloom filter of 
VMs, and after discovering appropriate VMs, sends their 
identifications to the user, otherwise, sends the requests to 
database. If there are appropriate VMs, the broker sends 
VMs id to the user, otherwise a message that “there isn‟t 
any appropriate VM for the request” is sent to the user. 
Proposed system is depicted in Fig. 2. 
 

4.1. Proposed Approach for Storing Information of VMs 

and Users Requests 

 
In the proposed method, standard Bloom filter and CRC16 
hash function are used for storing and transmitting the VMs 
information. To create standard Bloom filter, there is a need 
for its factors including: size of Bloom filter (m), number of 
resources (n), and number of hash functions (k). To 
minimize the false positive probability the formula k = 
(m/n)*ln2 is used [11]. 
 
The procedure of storing VMs in Bloom filter is that, the 
storing positions of VMs information obtain using k hash 
functions, then these hash values are set in Bloom filter. 

 
Because the broker agent needs to determine discovered 
VMs for requests of users, beside storing VM information 
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in Bloom filter, it is required that VM id to be stored. So, 
we need to consider a list for storing VMs id2 and in 
addition each element of this list contains a list of similar 
VMs id and a string code. In storing procedure, first, 
indexes that are obtained from k hash functions of VMs 
information are set to be 1 in the bit-array of Bloom filter. 
Then, in the list connected to 1st hash function are stored 
VM id and a string code that contain stored position in 
Bloom filter in order from 2st to kst position. This way, the 
information of all VMs are stored in Bloom filter, where it 
is sent to the broker agent to discover the requested 
resources of the user. The broker agent, then, sends it to the 
database. This string code is very effective in facilitating 
and accelerating the discovery of similar VMs. Because 
after the result of membership test of requested VM in 
Bloom filter bit-array proves positive, the broker agent 
refers to the position of 1st hash function number, and after  
comparing string code, it easily gains access to the similar 
VMs id that are stored together in a list and discovers them. 
 

 
Figure 2: A diagram of the proposed system 

 
Inside the user, for each user task, one request based on the 
ordered VM is created, and using k hash functions, the 
requested VM information indexes are obtained. Then, to 
search these indexes with task id and user id, they are sent 
to the broker agent. The broker agent, possessing the users‟ 
requests and the VMs information, searches and discovers 
appropriate VMs at the user request. To further illustrate 
this process, below an example is brought about. We 
consider a 𝑉𝑀𝑖with specification(p) and id(i) that is 
mapped to 7, 3, …, 14, 10 positions respectively, and these 
positions are set to be 1 in bit-array of Bloom filter. String 
code and related VM id are stored in the list connected to 
the 1st position which is, in this example, h1(p) is equal 3. 
In this strategy the VMs id similar to 𝑉𝑀𝑖are stored in 
connected list as a whole. If there is a VM with 
specification (q) where h1(q) is equal 3, its string code is 
stored in another cell of the list connected to 3st position of 
Bloom filter. That is shown in Fig. 3. This way, this method 
provides the possibility that similar VMs are discovered 
faster. Also, false probability is reduced in VM discovering 
and VM is discovered at exact request of the user. If the 
broker agent is not able to find any appropriate VM for 
users‟ requests, the request is sent to the database. If there 

are appropriate VMs, the broker sends their identification to 
the user, otherwise a message that „there is not any 
appropriate VM for the request is sent to the user. These 
procedures are shown in Algorithms 1 and 2. Figure 

 
 

 
Figure 3: Proposed method of storing VMs information in 

standard Bloom filter. 
 
Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of storing VMs information in 
Bloom filter and sending it to related broker agent and 
database 
 

 
 
Algorithm 2. Pseudocode of creating users requests list and 
sending it to related broker agent 

 
 

4.2 The Procedure of VMs Search and Discovery 

 
In this algorithm, the broker agent searches and discovers 
VMs after the received VMs Bloom filter and user 
requested list. The broker agent obtains the positions of 
hash functions on requests and searches the value of these 
positions in bitarray Bloom filter. There is not any 
requested VM, if at least one of these positions in Bloom 
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filter equal 0. But, if anyone positions are not 0, then 
creates request string code from 2st to kst values of hash 
functions, next, in connected list of 1st hash function 
position, searches string code in VMs Bloom filter. If there 
is requested VM in the list, then sends the appropriate VMs 
id list to the related user. Otherwise, user request is sent to 
the database and have been searched requested VM in 
Bloom filters of broker agents. If there are appropriate VMs 
is declared to user, otherwise a message that “there isn‟t 
any appropriate VM for the request” is declared to the user. 
In this order this step increases discovery probability of 
suitable VM for user requests. This procedure is shown in 
Algorithm 3. 

 
Algorithm 3. Pseudocode of searching and discovering 
requested VMs in related broker agent 
 

 
Receive (bloom_filter) from resourceAgent 
Receive (hash_request list) from userAgent 
for i ← 0 to hash_requestlist.size do 

 
 

5. Conclusion   
 
In this paper, regarding to an appropriate technique, the 
Bloom filter is used in storing VMs information. The 
proposed approach is evaluated using three criteria: the 
number of transferred bits in the network for users‟ 
requests, the number of transferred bits in the network for 
resources information and the average of consumed time to 
search and discovery requested resources. The results show 
that, in the proposed approach, the number of transferred 
bits in the network for users‟ requests, the number of 

transferred bits in the network for resources information, 
and the average of consumed time to search and discovery 
requested resources, approximately are 5 times, 15 times, 
and 3 times less than the case without using Bloom filter, 
respectively. It is able to say that the proposed approach is 
caused that the number of transferred bits in network and 
the average consumed time to search and discovery 
requested resources have improved significantly. So Bloom 
filter is appropriate structure to storing and transmitting 
resources information in cloud computing systems, 
especially when network is confronted to high volume of 
resources and requests. With decreasing these items, have 
improved in resource discovery procedure in cloud 
computing. 
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